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CAREER ASPECTS FOR A BETTER FUTURE 

 

Synopsis of the lecture delivered by an outstanding retired police officer Mr. Rabindranath 
Tagore, Bangalore. Lecture series conducted by the department of biology, eco-club greenation 
of Sri Bhagawan Mahaveer Jain College, V.V.puram on 23.08.2016 carried on with the valuable 
support of Dr. S. N. Nataraj – Principal. 

Civil service offers a lot of opportunities for the youngsters. Getting into the Civil services is a 
grueling task. The motivation to succeed must be very strong: for it is not an easy task by any 
measure to scale the stages of getting selected. 

Learning offers a lot of new knowledge, challenge, new ways to look at an issue and new ways 
to deliver. So learning never exhausts the mind. 

The pre-requisites to succeed in Civil services are Etiquettes, right aptitude, right attitude, 
communication skills, abundant knowledge, good language skills, good presentation skills, and 
analytical skills, very high level of intelligence and objectivity rather than brilliance in any 
particular subject. 

Preparation for Civil services is nothing but what we are doing, seeing, studying and with whom 
we are reacting. Aptitude, attitude and communication skills are the criteria to test the candidate. 
Aptitude means to test whether the candidate has real or genuine interest to serve the society 
with the happiness. Attitude means to test general knowledge of particular group, society, 
division, set-up and world wherever we come across. Communication skills means how you 
communicate with others.  

The syllabus covers a wide range of topics like world History, current affairs, Indian constitution, 
Geography, economic affairs, logical reasoning, mental ability etc. The Syllabus is quite 
extensive. It covers almost everything, whatever we have studied so far. 

The candidates will be short listed after a long selection process involving an objective 
preliminary test. Out of 4 similar options one has to select the Right answer. Right   answer is 
judged on the basis of selection of best Answer. A subjective mains were held Later, and the 
personal interview, the final stage. In the Main exam wherein, the candidate is expected to write 
elaborate answers in a relatively short period of time. So one who study, must study smartly 
.During Interview, candidates will face questions on the Topics of General Awareness. It is 
conducted to gauge the personality and adjudge whether they are suitable for responsibility that 
the Job entitles.  

A host of qualities like patience and Knowledge are most essentials. Patience means how 
exactly you are acting and reacting to sustain the profession and also to understand the 
Situation. Knowledge is nothing but how consistent we are in putting up our thinking process. 

“If you are a Failure in civil Services you are not a failure in life. But you are a successful 
man in God’s services.”  

To become a successful person one should have an unsatisfied, a deepest desire and dreams.  
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Be happy and harmonious to sustain the profession and as well as relationship.  

Pessimist converts an opportunity into calamites whereas an optimist converts a calamity into 
an opportunity.  

So BE OPTIMISTIC ALWAYS. 

 


